
UNIT 5

HONORS PRE-CALCULUS
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Vector-100

Determine the component form of റ𝑎 + 𝑏 if 

റ𝑎 =< 5,−9 >, 𝑏 =< −2,−4 >.  Then graph 

the vector on the coordinate plane with 

a starting point of (3, 5)



Vector-200

Determine the component form of the 

vector given the following information:

Magnitude: 13

Direction: 225 degrees



Vector-400

Determine the polar 

form of 13 + 2𝑖.  Then 

graph on the complex 

coordinate plane.



Vector-800
An airplane travels at a speed 

of 525mph in still air.  When 

winds are bad the airplane can 

only travel 225 mph.  If an 

airplane needs to travel 1200 

miles, in bad winds, how long 

will it take the plane to get 

there?



Ellipse-100
Find the vertices, co-vertices, 

and focal points



Ellipse-200
Graph the Ellipse:

𝑥−2 2

16
+

𝑦+1 2

25
= 1



Ellipse-400
Write the equation of the ellipse given 

the following information: 



Ellipse-800
Write the equation of the ellipse given 

the following information: 

Center:  (3,3)

Vertex:   (3,8)

Focus:    (3,6)



Hyperbolas-100
Graph the following Hyperbola:



Hyperbolas-200
Find the equation of a 

hyperbola given the following 

information:

Center: (3,-4)

Vertex:  (6, -4)

Focus:   (7, -4)



Hyperbolas-400
The earth and the moon are 60 

million miles apart.  A comet follows 

a path that is one branch of a 

hyperbola with the earth and the 

moon as  focal points.  The comet is 

32 million miles farther from the 

moon than the earth.  Write the 

equation of the hyperbola.  



Hyperbolas-800
Emily is listening to music at a concert 2 miles 

south of her friend Justin, who is also 

listening.  The sound waves model a 

hyperbola centered between Emily and 

Justin with both of them as focal points.  

Justin hears the music 4 seconds before 

Emily does.  The speed of sound is about .45 

miles per second.   How many miles further is 

Emily to the music compared to Justin?



Parabolas-100
Find the inverse of the following 

function

𝑦 − 5 = 6 𝑥 + 2 2



Parabolas-200
Find the directrix and focal point.  

Given the following parabola 

equation:

𝑦 + 5 = − 𝑥 − 5 2



Parabolas-400
Write the equation of the parabola 

given the following information: 

Vertex: (-6, 8), Focal Point: (-4, 8)



Parabolas-800
Determine the vertex, directrix, and 

focus given the following equation of a 

parabola:

𝑦 =
1

8
𝑥 + 2 2



Polar-100
Convert the following rectangular point to a 

polar coordinate.  Then graph your coordinate 

point on the polar grid.

(2, 2 3)
Bonus 10 points for each additional point: What other ways can 

you identify the same polar point



Polar-200
Convert the following polar equation to 

rectangular form.  Then graph it on the 

coordinate plane. 

𝑟 = 8 cos 𝜃 + 12 sin 𝜃



Polar-400
Convert the following rectangular 

equation into polar form:

-y=𝜋𝑥 − 10



Polar-800
Match the each equation to the 

correct name and correct type 

of graph

1.Cardioid 2. Limacon 3. Rose Curve

a. r=2+2cos(x) b. 5sin(x) c. 3-2cos(x)

i. ii. iii.


